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1• Scope of the paper

This paper is based inon the author's experience cf urban local government in

parts of English speaking -'-fries., end-it will be cf less direct replication else

where. The discussion has, however, boon kept as general as possible in the belief

that many of the problems considered have oi least somo features common to other

parts of the continent. References to African towns, African local government and

so forth should be read as referring to English speaking Africa, excluding South Africa.

To treat urban public services and their problems comprehensively would entail

a survey of almost the whole field of government, for the work of most public agencies

has at least socie bearing on the town dweller. Clearly such -laborate consideration

would be impossible within the compass of this paper; there must be selection. The

author has therefore been ashed to deal with local government and, to concentrate

principally on finance and financial administration. rio enable local government to

be seen in its proper context, the part pir,yod by other agencies rjid the relations

between central and local government will also be referred to in the paper.

II. Nature of African urban areas

Thanks to the efforts of sociologists and others, the problems of African urban

society are becoming familiar to students and will bo discussed in other papers. There

is, therefore, no need to preface this paper by general descriptive matter. It is

however important to noto the special difficulties rhich the marked variations between

African towns offer to a student of government. Populations very from a few hundred

to hundreds of thousands. At the ono end of the scale- is the capital city with fine

buildings; at the other are small tracing centres, barely distinguishable from the

surrounding rural districts. dome towns, especially in vrest Af::ica, are natural,

stable communities of long standing; on the other hand many East African towns are

settlements of recent growth, wearing an alien air, anc made up cf c. nucleus of foreign

traders together with a large unstable migrant population whose loyalties are divided

between the town and the village from whence they came. Some towns have been equipped

with modern local governnont? others are still under tribal control.

It is not surprising that African towns tend to accumulate difficult problems of

government. Haphazard lay--cut, indifferent roads, absence of sanitation, poor housing,

inadequate hygiene, lack of social services are comrr.cn features. Unregulated develop

ment on the fringe, beyond the control of the urban authorities, may further aggravate

the situation. There may also be overlapping jurisdictions within the town itself,
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some inhabitants being partly subject to the tribal authorities to which they belong.

There may be different laws for different races, and a startling physical contrast

between foreign settlements and native quarters. A sense of citizenship, do- essential

to successful urban government, is often absent. These features are vividly illustrated

in Kampala which has an adjoining town, the Kibuga, to which modern local government has

yet to be applied.

Finally there is the lach of fianncial resources. Again these will vary from

place to place, but in the main African towns are poor and the disparity between

taxation potential and needs is narked.

A study of municipal government which has to cover such diverse and difficult

conditions can be conducted in terms cf general principles only and in the kno;Tledge

that, however practical these principles may be, they will become watered down in

practice. Those responsible for the government of African towns have to recognise

that progress will be slower than they would wish, that hard choices between competing

aims lie ahead, and that there will be many compromises and interim arrangements.

The needs of urban areas

Towns need raoru local government services than rural areas. The act of living

closely together itself bi'ings problems - a demand for streets, urban planning,

sanitation, street lighting and the like. It robs the citizen of the natural attrac

tions "of life in the countryside and malcos necessary the creation of an artificial

focus of life. I-Ience the entertainments, sports stadia and clubs cf urban dwellers.

Moreover in Africa, the tovneraen, cut adrift from the social security provided in

rural areas by the family and its traditional obligations, becomes dependent on

welfare services provided by the various levels of government. These needs add up

to a formidable day-to-day total demand. But this is by no means the whole story,

because many towns'are faced with arrears of work which are difficult - often almost

impossible - tc catch up with. There are two reasons for this. ?irst, the growth

of population ia so rapid that no ordinary organization can keep pace with the growth

of demandj schools become over-full, water supply is insufficient and so forth.

Secondly the tendency to congregate in insanitary conditions in unplanned areas with

few amenities, ahc. often without proper delimited plots, creates a slum clearance

problem defying solution. The mere sorting out of rights to land and buildings itself

presents a long drawn-out task. In Lagos for instance large sums had to be expended in

compensating slum dwellers '.Those rights were difficult to determine and who resented

replanning despite their wretched conditions.

If one casts these needs in terms of those governmental services which have to

be supplied locally, what sort of a picture emerges? The basic requirements are, as
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everywhere, the provision of. law and order and the regulative services, e.g. weights

and measures, registration,ana co.ntrol of buildings. Then come the physical or

engineering services, planning, slum clearance, provision of houses, supply of

water, sanitation and surface drainage. J^ucation is, of course, all important.

Another group will be the health facilities, preventive end curative, including

the provision of ambulances and hospitals, clinics, dispensaries and the like.

Others are welfare and cultural services, street lighting,-markets and libraries.

Often too there is a neel for the communal provision of ferries, car parks and

sports grounds. Finally, urban local government may provide electricity and .other

enterprises of a co-mnercial nature, even beer balls or milk supplies. The Last

two examples come from Kenya, a country noted for its ability to make public

enterprises pay.

Some of these activities are more important than others, bu\, in the absence of

any one of the basic services, efforts put forward on behalf of the others will be

partly wasted. Thus, for example, good housing and town lay-out will be defeated

if proper health precautions ere not taken. The services provided should there

fore form a properly co-ordinated and balanced whole.

All these services .are the kind of services provided throughout the world, Ly ,

local governments, though tlie exact division of work between the central and local

government will differ from country to country." Even in any individual country

it will'change over the years; in developing countries one would expect more ?rork

to be given to local governments as they proved themselves capable 5 in the ep.rlier

stages more would fall upon the central government. Later we shall Lave to consider

whether in a developing country any of the activities enumerated above should be

given to agencies other than the local governments of the tcras. For the moment

we shall assume a local governmert which provides some at least of these services

and begin with a study of sources of income.
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IV. Taxable resources of urban local governments.

African local governments, like those in other countries, will not easily find

adeouate taxe,ble resources. But the task of finding then must not be shirked, for

local governments without a fair share of the available taxes tend to become mere

agents of the central government. It nay well be that, in a country in the process

of developing local government, the central treasury may have to vacate a field of

taxation to provide the localities with sufficient revenues, and hence with at least

a measure of independence.

''/hat taxes could be granted to urban authorities? One kind of tax is that on

economic activities - turnover, sales, hotels, catering or entertainments, e.g.

cinemas. ?er;,r,:s the only one of this kind of tax to be condemned out of hand is

the octroi, which being a tax on the passage of goods offers undesirable impediments

to trade.

The principal taxes are, however, (a) property taxes (i.e. taxes on land or

buildings or both) and (b) personal taxes. Of the two, property taxes are the more

important, and in practice, except in West Africa, they supply urban areas with the

greater part of their tax revenue. In ¥est Africa there are many towns with no

property tax: even Ibadan with a population of 750,000. Property tax occurs in many

forms and under many names, e.g. a house tax, a tax based on the annual value of

property, a tax on the capital value of land without the buildings upon it, or a tax

on both the land and the buildings. Urban local governments taxing both land and

buildings sometimes impose a lower rate of tax on the buildings. Chus Kenya and

Tanganyika do not tax buildings, whilst Uganda taxes them at a lower rate. Uganda uses

the capital value basis in some areas z,nc. the rental 'nethod in others.

There are several reasons for the popularity of property taxes in urban areas.

Land and buildings offer a tangible, easily identifiable and widely understood source

of taxation. a tax upon them is certain in yield and relatively easily collected;

the land and buildings remain as ultimate security. Thirdly such a tax is reasonably

stable, because though the value of property, whether based on annual or capital

values, fluctuates from time to time, these fluctuations are much less than those of

taxes on income or production.

Experts are not agreed about the relative merits of taxing on annual value or

taxing on capital value. 1'he taxes on annual value are based on the supposed letting

value of property. The advocates of this basis contend that it is simple and widely

understood, that letting values vary less than capital values (especially in en

economic slump), and that annual values are easier to fix than eaT>ital values? for

example, the annual value basis avoids the artificial technical complications of



determining a separate value for land and buildings, a division often needed

when valuations are on a capital basis.

Those who prefer capital values argue that the process of determining annual

values can be equally artificial. They further contend that capital values are more

responsive to changing economic conditions, that they are as easily ascertainable

as annual values, and that if the local government is willing to go into the further

complications of differentiating between the unimproved site value and the value of

improvements, they can enjoy the advantages of unimproved site value rating which

have been proclaimed by economists. The most important of these advantages is the

incentive given to development if the owner pays the same tax whether he develops

or not. If taxes on buildings are non-existent or relatively light, the owner is

not penalised for the erection of a good building. If buildings are fully taxed,

either on the capital value basis or on the annual value basis, tLe tax is obviously

a deterrent.

Those are all complicated and controversial matters, but they arc none-the-less

of great importance. There are numerous technical questions such as the distribution

of the impact, and tho ultimate incidence of the tax between owner and occupier which

have been ignored here. Each urban government needs the system most suited to its

circumstances. Thus, for example, if there is a need to stimulate development, there

is a good deal to be said for a taxation system which puts a considerable weight

of the tax on the unimproved site value.

A practical difficulty is that of securing qualified staff to make correct

valuations. Small towns cannot expect to employ fully-fledged valuers. There is

therefore a case for the provision of the expert valuation personnel by the central

government* Small properties - usually the vast majority - can be valued by amateurs

on a rule of thumb method. This is an acceptable arrangement provided it is done

impartially, intelligently and according to formulae or principles laid down by

experts, and if the person liable to the tax has a right of appeal against the

assessment. Whether professional or amateur, valuation must be regarded as a

technical and administrative process entirely divorced from politics.

Except in some tovms in West Africa, personal taxes - the other major local

tax in Africa - are not common in urban areas. But they may well serve as a

supplement to a property tax, which is apt to allow the less wealthy to escap* their

fair share of taxation if the standard of housing is low relative to incomes. All
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those who have worked on the finances of African local governments know how

unremunerative the taxation of the more primitive dwellings can be. A personal tax

may help to correct this anomaly. It can also be viewed as the counterpart to the

personal tax in the rural areas of the country, thus preventing the town dweller -

who often makes more calls on the public service than the countryman - from escaping

his full share of taxation. On the other hand, if both a property tax and a personal

tax are levied, the balance may be tipped too heavily against the taxpayer. Then

there is the problem of relating the tax to income tax if the latter is levied.

Possibly it is these problems which have prevented personal taxes, which work so

well in Africa's rural areas, from becoming popular in towns. They are, however,

capable of solution and should not be allowed to stand in the way of the provision

of the tax monies local governments so badly need.

One practical point relating to taxation generally remains to be mentioned.

Sometimes there is a tendency to impose earmarked taxation, for example a special

tax for health, another for education. Such taxes, though often popular, are not in

the long run desirable for they lead to unnecessary complications. Each town

authority should take its requirements as a whole and pay for them by taxes levied

for their general requirements and not attempt to earmark taxes for specific purposes.

It is of course legitimate if one part of an area enjoys a service such as local

roads or sewers for the tax for these to be limited to the properties enjoying the

benefit. This kind of differential tax becomes less common as the town develops and

the services become general.

V. uiscellaneous sources of revenue

In addition to monies darived from taxation, African urban authorities can be

expected to have five other main sources of revenues-

fa) Charges for services rendered

(b) Profits of commercial enterprises

(c) Licence dues

(d) Rents of property

(e) Grants from the central government

This section deals with (a) to (d). Grants from the central government are

dealt with in the next section.

'Where major services can be used by all members of the community, for example

main roads, there is a strong case for allowing the cost to be met by taxation.



Where services are not freely available, or are not used by all, there is a stronger

case for specific charges upon the user. Thus it is likely that for many years

African local governments will obtain a part of their revenue from such sources as

charges for scholars at school or for innoculation in dispensaries. However, price

policies need to be devised to avoid harmful social consequences, e.g. a charge for

water which encourages the use of tainted sources. Charges will normally be levied

for services which are amenities rather than necessities, or else are provided for

one section of the community; sports stadia, car or lorry parks and markets are

examples. Court fines and fees are also a substantial source of income in many

areas.

Secondly there are profits on commercial enterprises. There is a difference of

opinion whether local governments should aim at running commercial enterprises to

make profits, but there is general agreement that the profits should be limited,

especially if the local authority has a monopoly, for example of a local transport

or ferry service. In practice local authorities find that modest and reasonable

profits on commercial undertakings are a useful source of income. There would seem

to be little harm in African local governments budgeting to make small profits on

such electricity, ferry, markets or other services as they may happen to provide.

Considerations of expediency will enter into the determination of incidental

charges, as in many other decisions about taxes and charges. It vrauld, therefore,

be a mistake to seek for rigid rules or principles.

Then thirdly there are licence fees. Some of these will be in respect of

established customs such as the right to carry a gune Others will confer a right

to carry on a trade or activity. Such licences are imposed usually for the purposes

of control, for example to ensure proper hygiene in the sale of food. In these

cases it would not seem to be right to impose penal rates of tax, though there

would be little harm in a rate vrhich does in fact yield some income over and above

the administrative expenses of issuing the licences, and in fact this is what

happens in practice. Where licences are imposed mainly to bring in revenue, for

example on motors, dogs, other animals, bicycles or barrows, they fall within the

category of taxation rather than of incidental income. The most important kind

of licence duty is that on motor cars, an impost which provides local governments

in so many countries of the world - especially urban governments - with useful and

ever-growing revenue, even though the central government does not allow them to

retain the whole of the proceeds.
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Ihe fourth !xir;d of miscellaneous income is that of house rents. It is not

only in Africa that rents for housing fc- the poor classes do net fully cover the

costs, for housing standards .run in advance of the ability to pay. Subsidies from

public funds have therefore become cocmon in many countries. They are of various

kinds including direct subsidies, preferential rates ,;f interest, grants towards

site works and loans for long periods. Though subsidised housing exists in Africa,

there are African towns where mousing has been put on an economic fcs,sis, e.g. in

several towns in lenya; Nairobi for instance has extensive self-supporting housing

schemes. fhis policy seems tc be desirable wherever it is feasible because of the

difficulty of accommodating housing subsidies in the slender budgets of developing

countries. (.-bod results have also been obtained where employers, especially large-

scale employers, have been induced to provide housing for their employees.■ There

are moral arguments in favour of pressing employers to help to solve a problem they

have themselves created, especially if, as is often the case, the traditional -tr&y

of life of the employees has been disrupted in the process.

In some areas housing provision has been speeded up by allowing the erection,

by the occupiers themselves, of houses of traditional and rudimentary type,

subject to compliance with basic planning end sanitary requirements. Co-operative

societies and agencies for advancing monies to owners have also been found to work

well if properly administered. housing is needed on such. a. scale and so urgently,

that all possible expedients will need to be tried, especially those which help

to make self-supporting a service which can easily become a crippling charge on

public funds.

Housing has been such a vexed problem in many parts of the world since 1918

that there is plenty of administrative and financial experience from which to

learn. The Scandinavian countries have been particularly successful in

experimenting with differed kinds of agency for the provision of housing.
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VI - Grants from the central government

So far we have considered African urban governments as separate financial

entities, themselves determining the scale of their expenditure and raising the

funds they need either from taxation or from one of the miscellaneous sources of

income discussed above. In practice they are not likely to be financially

self-sufficient; they will need assistance from the central government- The

amount of this assistance and the way of providing it are both important, for

government grants are not only a neans of providing money; they are also a A'ay of

stimulating and controlling the actions of local governments. Grants are so widely

used throughout the world that there is now a fund of valuable experience upon which

to draw. The following comments summarise briefly the author's own views on them.

Theoretically taxes could be allocated by the central government sufficient

for local needs. In practice this does not happen; in most countries central

assistance is needed- This is the first reason for the existence of grants.

Grants are also found to be necessary because of differences amongst local

governments in needs and financial resources. There will always be poor local

governments requiring extra assistance.

These two reasons - inadequate taxable resources and disparities in wealth -

are themselves sufficient to explain why central grants exist. They are, however,

also useful in other ways. Central governments use them to stimulate localities

to action, and to secure the integration of local with national programmes of

spending. Then there is the use of grants as a medium of control. The central

government can lay down regulations for the conduct of local services and reward

the efficient local government. It can penalise a local government which does not

observe the regulations by reducing the grant,, The mere threat of withdrawal or

reduction is normally sufficient to bring the recalcitrant council to heel.

Grants can be divided into two classes - general grants and specific grants.

The former are not earmarked to a particular sorvice and the local government is

free to use them to help its finances generally. Grants given to meet the gap

between taxable resources and expenditure are often of this kinri. s0 too are the

grants given to the exceptionally poor local governments. Specific grants are

those given in aid of a particular service, for example health or education.

They may take the form of a percentage of expenditure, perhaps the most common form,

or they may be based on some unit of a service, for example so much for each child

at school- A specific grant, whatever its basis, is designed to help the local

authority to provide a particular service.
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The temptation is always to make grants too complicated. Grants thus become

uncertain from the point of vie* of a local government inable to calculate the

amount due. Elaborate grants also iraste time in discussions between the centre and

the localities about eligibility to rank for grant, the interpretation of regulations

and so forth. It is better to have a simple pattern even if only rougher justice

is done and the finer points are disregarded.

Grants should not be concealed. They should be openly given and should be

regular and certain in operation. The author has encountered instances of the

paralysis of local effort because of inability to predict the grants to be received.

If the central government has by means of a. grant induced the local governments to

set up a service, it should refrain from withdrawing the grant later, and should

give further help if the service proves more expensive than had originally been

visualised. Local governments will be frustrated if they find themselves with a

greater burden than they had bargained for.

VII. Capital expenditure

The expenditure described so far has been that relating to the day-to-day

running of services, the cost of which is met by taxation, charges and grants.

There is another kind of expenditure - that of office buildings, dispensaries,

schools, markets, housing, both low-cost and that for officials - which is too

great to be met from a single year's revenue- This expenditure is the capital

formation of local governments. It is by regulating the amount of such

expenditure that the central governnent maintains control of the allocation of that

scarce commodity capital noney, and keeps local governments in line with national

economic policy, stimulating them when there is a need for public spending and

checking theirs when contraction is desired. The capital expenditure of local

governments must therefore be part of a national programme, and the central

government should use the capitp,l budget to direct local energies into proper

channels, at the same time leaving a measure of discretion for local preferences.

The central government can of course exercise an influence on the revenue budget,

but most of the revenue expenditure is of a recurring nature and therefore less

suitable of use as an economic regulator.
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Capital expenditure may be met in exceptional circumstances by gifts, e.g.

external assistance, or provided by communal effort. L proportion of it is also

usually found from the current budget, sometimes from surpluses, at other tiraet by

inclusion of a prevision in the original budget. i "any local authorities create

reserve and renewals funds specifically for the renewal of capital assets - a

practice to be commended, especially in the light of the chronic shortage of capital

in developing countries. Capital grants from the government, e.g. for the lay-cut

of a housing estate, the construction of a school or a dispensary, may also be

available, though these are often limited because of t> e budgetaxy difficulties of

central governments. Extra budgetary sources may, however, sometimes be foun:, e.g.

Uganda uses surpluses on price stabilisation funds for this purpose.

These sources combined are however unlikely to provide more than a small

proportion of the money needed for capital expenditure. The bulk has to be met

by borrowing. There is a handful of urban local governments in Africa large enough

to be able to borrow directly o.g the world's money markets. There the local

governments is of sufficient standing and is properly administered there is no

objection to direct borrowing of this kind. The great majority of the urban local

governments will, however, be too rasall to indulge in such transaction. They will

normally borrow through their central government. 5or this purpose some central

governments have set aside funds which ere .advanced to local authorities for the

acquisition of new assets. Local governments pay bach into the fund the sums

advanced by instalments over the estimated life of the assets. By paying br.ci: the

monies in this way the local governments ,nake the fund a revolving fund, the monies

of which are being used over and over again for new advances. The limits to trie

fund are set 'oy the amounts which the central government is willing and able to

accumulate for the purpose. The ccrpus of the fund will oc provided partly by

surpluses, transfers from balances of existing funds and so forth, and partly from

monies borrowed by the central government specifically for the purpose of making

local loans.

Local government borrowing must be clearly regulated by the central government.

All loans must be taken up for approvecl purposes only, the total amount of

indebtedness of individual local governments must be ::ept within reasonable bounds

and monies must be repaid to the central government in accordance with the terms

of the- advance.

* In this connexion, the /orhsaop might usefully .Lscuss: (a) alternative

organizational arrajigements for providing loans to local authorities and,

(b) the adequacy of funds,, includir * foreign exchange, rea-dily available for loans

to local authorities.
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Local governments and the central government

Already -?e kavo seen that there r.re limits to the independence of local

governments in that they have to rely on the central government for a proportion of

their income.and have to accept the central government's control over capital

expenditure.. In fact, local governments carry on their work as a kind of

partnership with the central government, tht exact nature of the partnership

varying from country to country, //hatever the pattern may be, the central

government has to see that the local services are in balance one with another and

that they are properly co-ordinated with the services rendered by other agencies-

Local government derives its powers and receives its legal framc-;-:; f rois the

central government, which must ensure that however much autonomy is allowed, there

is a common pattern of services. There must be throughout the country as a whole

the same arrangements for housing and educating citizens, looking after their

health and so on. The central government will also lay down general rules for the

conduct of affairs, for the acquisition and holding of property, for borrowing, for

budgeting, for the employment of officer- the allotting of contracts and the

receipt and disbursement of monies. The central government should supply

specialised information and general guidance, and its experts should be at the

disposal of the local governments for consultation.

The task of the state is to provide the impetus and general oversight without

damaging the initiative and sense of independence of the localities. It will

carry out regular inspection and audit, though inspectors and auditors should

regard their positive functions of helping and encouraging as important as their more

obvious work of checking and controlling. The best central governments avoid too

detailed control and rely on progressive relaxation of supervision as local

governments show themselves capable of acting of their own. For example, control

over the local budget of a town can be gradually reduced as the local council

proves itself able to manage its own finances. Financial regulations and

instructions about account keeping, stores and the like must be devised specifically

for local governments. It is not satisfactory to try to adapt rules made for the

central government. Such regulations must be kept up-to-date, a point -ion is

all too frequently forgotten. Whilst the centre should refrain from stepping in

at the first sign of default, and indeed should be willing within reason to aJ.low

a local government to learn by mistakes, it should none-the-less always be r

to take over should a local government be in serious breach of its duties.
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There should be a single department of the central government charged vtith the

supervision of local government as a whole, both urban and rural, for it is a

mistake to think of urban and. rural local government as two separata kinds of

activity. 3-eneral control of local government has in the past been sometimes

under departments of Home Affairs, as in Jierra Leone, or it has been divided

between a local government department and a department of home affairs as in ..lenya.

Other central departments, e.g. those concerned with health, education or roads,

will have extensive dealings \rith local governments. .3ach in its particular

field should act as the senior partner in a joint enterprise. But the department

of local government should be the co-ordinating body, tailing especial pains to

ensure that local governments are not confused by having to deal v.rith too many

separate departnents or frustrated by inconsistencies in techniques, outlooJxs

and methods of approach. For example, in the redevelopment of a slum area in a

town it is peaalble that the local government may have to deal with departments

of local government, planning, finance, roads, housing and health. Unless the

department of local government co-ordinates, confusion and possibly paralysis of

efforts are likely.
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"r- Relations with other . local ^g

Next T.re must consider relations with other local governments* Most

will have originally formed part of rural areas, If they are small they

ba part of the rural area for raany purposes; only enjoying urban autonomy

c-ieoted services. Thus education and health services might be supplied b;

tae "town providing services such as local roads, street lightin

In this case local taxes -will have to be shared between the two

governments; though normally they will be collected in one sum in the first

Cvten a small trading area within a rural district is governed by a committee

a certain amount of autonomy? yet generally subordinate to the local

'-.flitrolling the rural area ci which it forme part, Vfhen a town has grown

enough to be independent of the rural local government it may still need to

rervioes. One of them - oithor the urban or the rural - may be too small

cay, a trade school on its ovm. Administrative arrangements and financial

arrangements should also always exist to make it possible for a citizen

the perimeter of a town to attend a school or dispensary outside'his area i

:i l; desirable.

More difficult is the situation in -Miose Tfest African towns, which,

urbanised; have yet to shake off a tribal form of government. Still more

,.-;--iblecorae are the complications found ia tovns having many residents owing

aiJ.-33-iauce to tribal iustitir^cna outside the area. Such towns may have,

addition to the social difficulties mentioned in the introductory section

T,e~jsr>- two basically different types of jurisdiction within their area - th

Ideographical or territorial jurisdiction of the tovn itself and the personal

-iur'p'-'H'vMnn ovoroi port hv the tribal authorities over their members resident

-.irban area. There may be two codes of ?_e.w, two sets of officials and two

'-.axabxon systems; more than two if several tribes have members in the town

is an unsatisfactory state of affairs which cannot be permanently tolerated

is administratively and financially inconvenient and obviously does not

'-lie growth of urban community spirit. The aim must be to develop citizens

permanant allegiance is to the town for all administrative purposes. In

meantime urban areas may find themselves compelled to make temporary arra

with rural councils, under which the provision of services and probably the

..e/oacity of the citizens is divided between the town and those outside -

Taxation purposes, sometimes far distant - local governments.
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There are, in fact, many transitional arrangements operating either because

towns, as in West Africa, have not shaken off tribal government or because of the

dual jurisdiction prevailing in some East African towns.

A difficulty of another kind is found in some parts of Africa where, because

the inhabitants wish to avoid the obligations of citizenship, areas of fringe

development have appeared around the towns. These areas normally grow up

haphazardly without proper planning and without urban services. In general the

solution is to bring them into the towns by adjustment of boundaries, even though

this involves initial expenditure and re-organization on such a scale that generous

subsidies from the central government are required. Most important of all, the

rural authorities should be encouraged to prevent the repetition of the problem by

themselves imposing controls similar to those in operation in the towns. This is

yet another task involving close co-operation between the central government, town

government and the rural governments of the surrounding areas.

X. Local government and land

There is sometimes confusion in African towns between land ownership and

government, especially where either the central government or the local government

own a large proportion of the land. Governments at all levels should strive to

make a clear distinction between requirements they lay down as owners of land and

the ordinary acts of government.

An equally clear distinction has to be made between the obligations and duties

of the private landlord and those of the local government. It is for this reason

that the town government should take over the provision of public services as soon

as land is developed, however tempting it may be to allow the owners "to provide

them. This of course does not preclude the owners from making contributions,

especially towards initial expenditure on street works, lay-out and similar

expenditure.

There is much to be said for municipal ownership of land, for a local

government owning tracts of land in the right places can exercise both the powers

of government and those of a landlord in ensuring proper use. There is in

addition usually a financial advantage. ¥e have seen earlier that in Africa the

finances of most urban areas tend to be constricted - even more so than those of

rural areas. The annual revenue from land is therefore welcome, whilst the local

community also reaps the advantages of those increases in value which over a long
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purpc ses

government

nc

certain

period accrue in nearly all towns. A power needed by local government and

misunderstood is that of the compulsory acquisition of land for public

fair market values. Such a power would be conferred by the central

exercised under the most stringent safeguards. But it is important that

government should be frustrated by lack of the land genuinely needed in the

interest; nor held up to ransom in the price it should pay.

jCI. Internal administration

For the purpose of this paper local governments have been treated as a

and influential second tier of government, charged by law with meeting

of the community and not as mere agents carrying out a policy dictated from

centre. Having settled for any year the level of expenditure, local

then proceed to decide how to raise the necessary money out of their own

though'they will, of course, be allowed to have only one small area of the

taxable field and will be subject to general supervision by the central gov

The assumption in English speaking Africa is that for local government

achieve this status, there should be in every urban area a representative

government council. To carry out its functions every such urban authority

! (a) elected members of ability, integrity and prestige, acceptable

to the local communities, reflecting local opinion and able to

canalise political power.

(b) a competent staff both administrative and technical.

(c) adequate finance and financial administration.

(a) will not be pursued further, (b) will be considered only in

financial work; (c) lies wholly within this paper.

XII. Financial Staff

There should be a finance officer charged with the responsibility for

and financial arrangements. He should enjoy direct access to the governing

and should have a sufficient measure of independence to enable him to

views fully and to insist that the proper financial procedures, and sa

in operation. He should keep the accounts, and have the responsibility

collecting all monies that are due and for making any sucu payments as are

authorised. He should handle the budget and advise the governing body on

matters. The need for observing the distinction between the duties of th

member of the council and the paid officer is particularly important in th
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financial sphere. The members need to be assured of the highest integrity in their

finance officer and his staff, whilst the officer must be protected from the

interference and undue political pressure which often occur in financial matters.

The quality of the financial work in African local governments varies. A

handful of the larger towns have been able to warrant a qualified chief finance

officer, but in the majority of cases either such a person is not available or the

town is too small to be able to afford him. For this reason short-term courses

of training for finance officers and their staffs are in operation in some areas,

a provision very much to be commended, for if the financial work is badly done the

local government cannot function satisfactorily. Organized by the central

government, the courses provide for instruction in book-keeping, financial

administration, including audit, and the elements of local and central government.

XIII.Financial administration

This is an important aspect of our subject, for experience of African local

governments is that if they fail it is likely to be because of weakness in financial

arrangements - unwillingness to raise sufficient taxes, bad budgeting, peculation,

irregularities in staff appointments, abuse in the allotment of contracts and so

forth.

The corner stone of financial arrangements should be a budgetary procedure

which begins with the departments staking claims for what they want, continues with

careful settlement of priorities by the local government and ends with such approval

of the central government as the law requires. After approval the budget should

govern the actions of the local authority during the year, deviations and

supplementary expenditure being allowed only after rigorous enquiry. The budget

should be part of a long term plan and should, of course, be integrated by the

central government with the plans for the country as a whole.

Local governments need rules to regulate day-to-day transactions including

the authorization of expenditure, the receipt and payment of monies, the contracting

of liabilities, the acquisition and disposal of property, custody of stores,

keeping and publishing of accounts, the operation of bank accounts, management,

remuneration and terms of service of staff. The regulations should provide for the

prompt banking of monies, the distribution of duties to lessen the chances of

peculation .and, if the local government is large enough, the maintenance of an

internal audit system. "Whether there is an internal audit or not, there should be
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an independent, external audit which is usually carried out by officers of tie

central government. Auditors should be invested with full powers to make

and issue reports. To make it impossible to suppress an auditor's report,

central government should take power to follow it up if the local government

to do so,

Some of these matters are important enough to warrant inclusion in the

local government law. Others will be prescribed in regulations made by the

department of local government. Mention has already been made of the need

central government regulations to be kept up-to-date.

XIV. The distribution of duties amongst governmental agencies

In an earlier paragraph the local services needed in towns were set out

their distribution between the central government and other governmental

was not considered. The assumption was made that a sufficient number of th

services would be regarded as local government duties to warrant the setting

a local government body. We therefore proceeded to an examination of the

and financial administration of such bodies. To complete our picture of

local government in Africa, we must now look at the distribution of services

more closely.

In African conditions there is a great gulf between the status, capaci

financial resources of the central government and those of local government,

we have seen the disparity in wealth is particularly marked, for African

local governments are notoriously poor in comparison with the central g

are often not so rich as the rural areas, where the crops and animals offer

obvious and productive source of taxation than the primitive houses of so ma|ny

the town dwellers.

For this reason the central government is likely to retain in its own

or allot to special agencies, work which in countries where local government

been longer established is assigned to the local governments. Exactly how

central government will go in giving work to local government will depend on

of factors - the existence of arrears of services which would swamp the

administration, historical factors, e.g. a local government which has derivejd

a tribal authority may have narrower responsibilities than a local governmert

a more advanced type; the degree of skill and experience possessed by local

administrators; the extent to which local governments are likely to be subj
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improper political or other influences, and perhaps above all the prevailing

belief about the desirability or o-therTd.se of having a strong local government ;.s

a counterpoise to an over~concentration of power at the centre.

In practice central governments tend to keep to themselves sue::, services aG

higher education (including secondary schools), hospitals, main roacls, planning

and housing and (loss generally) piped water supply. . -hough there can be no general

rule, the services most lively to be administered from the centre are higher

education, hospitals and main roads direct; those more likely to be put out to

special agencies, centrally financed, are planning and housing. .There there is a

task of such magnitude that it is beyond tho capacity of a local government, e.g.

large-scale replanting and reconstruction, there is a great deal to be said for a

special agency. Vhe best Imown of these is the Lagos executive development board

with many achievements to its credit. Jimilar considerations apply to a service

which the local government could not be entrusted to administer on an impartial basis,

An agency appointed to re--plan an area or to provide low cost housing may, ^n

the completion of its tash, hand over to the local government, or may continue

permanently. If the local government is capable of tahing over, the former course

is to be commended, for the existence of different agencies carrying out related

work confuses the citizen and duplicates administrative machinery. There is also

a likelihood of overlapping jurisdiction, e.g. in the control of .buildings..

Agencies set up to carry out -,/ork such as education are more lively to be permanent.

Governments setting up special agencies nowadays, e.g. the African townships ed

Southern ^.odecia, take careful account of their relations, present and future,

with local governments.

The need for services in urban Africa is so urgent that many expedients ;ril7. be

tried. "Thatever the particular situation or solution, the agencies must co- operate

and the pattern of the distribution of services should be that which will yield

the quickest results. In particular the central government should not pass on -co

local governments work beyond their capacity and resources, even though the ultimate

aim is to have a strong lecal government with a wide array of duties. ilatiicr

should the central government gradually build up the local government so that by

instalments it can naturally and safely accuire the full responsibilities of a

town as understood in other parts of the world.

XV. CoDc.lu.sion

By way of conclusion there are set out below sowe points which the 7or:c. .o;_.

might like to discuss. The references are to the paragraph numbers.
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The most suitable services for local government

The desirability or otherwise of a local government

undertaking commercial services

The most suitable local taxes for different conditions

The practical problems of property valuation

The relation between personal taxes and other taxes

Services for which charges may be made

The place of local government in housing provision

The most useful kinds of government grants for the

various circumstances and services

Ways of financing capital expenditure

Control of capital expenditure

Relations between central and local governments

Relations between local governments

The advantages of a local government owning tracts of land

The training of finance officers

Ways of securing good local financial administration

Conditions under which special agencies should hand over

to local governments
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